
          
 

TITLE: Before & After Card (Direct Mail) 
PROBLEM SOLVED/NEED: Before & After Cards demonstrate the positive and transformative results 

customers can achieve by using your product or service in a quick, simple yet dynamic format. Customers flip 

from the ‘problem’ image shown on the front to your ‘solution’ image on the back — a clear and visually 

powerful means to demonstrate a ‘before and after’ result, with plenty of room for informative and 

compelling copy. 

FINISHED SIZE: DL 99mm X 200mm 

DESCRIPTION: The DL size horizontal piece of heavy card has a shaped panel that flips back and forth. The 
versatile panel shape can be round, oval, hexagonal or rectangular. It has a whimsical quality when the 
recipient plays with it. 
BENEFIT #1: The back and forth movement of the flip panel clearly dramatises the positive change of the 
before and after impact of your concept, product or service. This interactive direct mail piece visually 
communicates the value or benefit of your offering with simplicity and style — before the recipient has read a 
word of text. 
BENEFIT #2: It can engage recipients with snappy visual messages about products or services, especially those 
that are perceived typically as boring or mundane. The fun of playing with the flip panel involves your 
prospective customer in the piece, then leads to curiosity about what the text says, encouraging the recipient 
to read your marketing message and engage further. 
CLIENT: Amist Super through Fox Badger Ferret Design Studio 
TARGET MARKET: Corporate marketing managers, charities, printers and mail houses that offer direct mail 
services, as well as business owners that wish to market a product or service that delivers a visually explicit 
‘before and after’ result. 
DELIVERY METHOD: Direct mail 
QUANTITY: 9,000 
CONTENT IDEAS: Before & After Cards use images to convey your concept, product or service in a split second, 
meaning that the recipient understands your offering before they’ve read a single word of your copy. It is 
therefore ideal for conveying conceptual ideas such as growth, development, progression, transformation, 
emotions and so on. Most powerful when two contrasting images are used, Paper & Pixel’s Before & After 
Cards can clearly demonstrate dramatic change and the benefits of a product or service in an eye-catching and 
engaging format. 
Examples might include the transformation from struggling  financially to wealthy, dirty to sparkling clean, 
broken to fixed, old to new, sick to healthy, obese to slim, confusion to clear thinking, lost to found, sad to 
happy, unkempt to sleek and stylish, and so forth. 
No matter what concept or service you choose to promote, our Before & After Cards are an ideal direct 
marketing tool that pack a playful visual punch in an easy to understand format, so that you can get your 
message across before your potential client has even read your call to action. 
PRODUCTION: The piece requires hand folding into a zigzag and hand insertion. It can be used with or without 
a letter. It goes in an envelope. The printing is straightforward on either coated or uncoated stock. Die cut. The 
panel that flips can be round, oval, hexagonal or rectangular. 
RELATED PRODUCTS: Business cards with a flip panel. 
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